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A sequel to Mitch O’Connell’s bestselling collection of tattoo designs.
Over 251 color tattoo designs by "The Prince of Pop Artwork," "The
Godfather of Lowbrow," and "THE VERY BEST in the Biz," Mitch O'Connell!
If you are not familiar with the internationally-revered M. Full of
everything you could possibly think of if you're looking to get
tattooed, perfect for every tattoo look for your clients and personnel
to pursue, and an excellent addition to every artwork enthusiasts
library! If you like Pin-Ups, Horror, Wolves, Sexy Pin-Ups, Devils,
Monsters, Clowns, Really Sexy Pin-ups, Tiki, Rock-a-billy, Zombies,
Retro and Really REALLY Sexy Pin-ups, you're sure to LOVE "Mitch
O'Connell Tattoos Volume Two"!O'C, think the old-school artwork of
Sailor Jerry and Ed Hardy blended with a wink of lowbrow pop art. This
is actually the follow-up to the highly-acclaimed, glowingly-reviewed
and best-selling book of tattoo styles, "Mitch O'Connell Tattoos
Quantity One"!
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Behold! The images are gorgeous I love it! Perfect! We are lucky to be
living simultaneously as the best artist ever to walk the earth. There
are all these drawings that appear to be precious moments kids if you
ask me with phrases like lil hilbilly, lil tramp, so very bad it's
good.Honourable mention to Joseph Allen Black for his nifty book design!
And what to my wondering vision should show up?. Devils and sizzling hot
rods and howling wolves. MOC is a preferred artist, and once i got this
I found a reason to love him even more, over and over again! He should
have his very own wing at the Getty, the Met and the automobile Wash.
This is actually the long-awaited follow-up to GAOAT's first publication
of tattoos. cute reserve but kinda feminine We purchased this for my
hubby hoping that instead of getting more random tattoos we could
strategy them out a bit more and discover some amazing artwork to
function into his designs. An art book at only $10, what's not to love?
Almost every image is in my opinion feminine it could look lovely on a
woman but it's as well bubbly, and feminized. Its got a ton of great
examples that you can do as is or utilized as a starting point for a
brand new new tat. In the event that you liked the 1st one, you'll love
that one. Mitch may not possess a "GAOAT" tattoo yet, however the title
fits, so it may be the cross he must bear.. Artful Sassy Tattoos
Incredible assortment of tattoo designs. and pink poodles with champagne
bottles. Very inspiring to other artists, an excellent conversational
piece, reference piece, and just chock filled with MOC goodie goodness.
Wouldn't cease if someone provided me 10x what I paid for it. THE MOST
RECENT! Well-performed Mitch O’Connell. Luckily the other publication I
ordered is even more useable (tattoo johnny). If you like Mitch
O'Connell's artwork, you'll love it too. So much art for the price
Amazing for the purchase price, tons of art. Fantastic!I am a practing
artist for decades and I am blown away by the creative mind that defines
Mitch O'Connell. Outstanding and really inspirational designs! BRAVO!
cool little book This book is a good collection of old school style
flash. Some of the tattoos have become cartoonish but still the drawings
if you ask me are just not something I would like to look at on your
body. Personally I think its an excellent addition to any tattoo artist
flash if your into old school art. and the quality of the book its self
is very good nice and durable it can hardly be called a paper back
again. Bought as present for my child, she likes it. WOWZERZ! This
really is a piece of work! In a great way!, I Love this book, it really
is therefore jam loaded of MOC tattoo pieces I didn't know what to do.
Not only amazing, but for the purchase price! Unfortunately this reserve
is virtually useless for him. GAOAT has taken years of pop-tradition and
regurgitated it for our pleasure. We love it! You will need this little
book in your collection. Really if I wanted a tattoo for myself I could
most likely find something but this book is not going to function for
him. From the best Artist of All-Time! Already done tattoos away of the
book. Great art reference. Amazing! Already done tattoos out of these



books. Just what the person said. Outstanding creativity! The Coffee
Table Reserve you Know you Need Gorgeousness and Gorgeousity.. Can’t
wait to share these pictures with my art-loving friends! The images are
gorgeous, and the physical book is nicer than quantity one. Way more
than I expected, I'm going to buy all of them now certainly. Perfect.
Easy to do to get what you want. Good tattoo book. Idea book Arrived in
very good condition and on time. the only reason I give it 4 star rather
than 5 is there is definitely no index for fast selecting sections.
Color is fantastic. Two Stars Mitch O'Connell is a disturbed dude . Tons
of tikis, film monsters and beautiful pin-ups..not what I expected when
I made this purchase, the description is misleading
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